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Abstract
We describe new NMR 2D experiments denoted DECADENCY for DEuterium CArbon DEuterium Nuclear Correlation
spectroscopY dedicated to the analysis of anisotropic deuterium spectra. They belong to the class of X-relayed Y,Y-COSY 2D
experiments that was initially explored in the case of a 1H–X–1H fragment (IX = 1/2) in isotropic medium. DECADENCY 2D
experiments permit to correlate the quadrupolar doublets associated with two inequivalent deuterium nuclei in an oriented CD2
fragment through heteronuclear polarization transfers. Two kinds of pulse sequences are described here using either a double
INEPT-type or DEPT-type process. DECADENCY 2D experiments provide an interesting alternative to 2H–2H COSY experiments when the geminal 2H–2H total coupling (scalar and dipolar) is null or too small to provide visible cross-correlation peaks.
Such a situation is typically observed for geminal deuteriums in prochiral or chiral molecules dissolved in chiral liquid crystals.
The eﬃciency of these techniques is illustrated using dideuterated prochiral molecules, the phenyl[2H2]methanol and the 1-chloro[1-2H2]nonane, both dissolved in organic solutions of poly-c-benzyl-L-glutamate. The advantages of each sequence are presented
and discussed. It is shown that the relative sign of the quadrupolar doublets can be determined.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
NMR spectroscopy in chiral polypeptide oriented
solvents is now a well-established technique [1–4]. It provides eﬃcient and original solutions to organic chemists
for investigating enantiomeric purity of a mixture, analyzing stereochemistry or answering to a speciﬁc analytical problem.
As a typical example, we have recently studied the
mechanism of SmI2 mediated cyclization of d-iodo-a,
b-unsaturated esters using proton-decoupled deuterium
NMR (2H–{1H}) in PBLG solvents as spectral tool
*
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[5]. Actually in the course of this work, we have developed an interesting strategy for distinguishing meso
from d,l stereoisomers in a mixture, and then for safely
assessing diastereoisomeric and enantiomeric purity. In
a ﬁrst step, a ‘‘CD2’’ probe was introduced in the molecules under studied, thus leading to a 1D 2H–{1H} spectrum made of six resolved quadrupolar doublets
centered approximately on the same chemical shift,
two associated with the meso compound, four associated
with the enantiomers. In a second step, proton-decoupled deuterium COSY 2D experiments in chiral and
achiral anisotropic phases were performed and allowed
to pair up and assign quadrupolar doublets belonging
to meso and d,l stereoisomers on the basis of 2H–2H correlation peaks in the 2D map [5].
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It can be argued here that deuterium–carbon correlation experiments could be used for pairing up the quadrupolar doublets of meso and d,l isomers [6,7]. This
solution is pertinent but was not applicable because
the diﬀerence of carbon-13 chemical shifts for the carbon atom in the CD2 probe in the meso and d,l isomers
was too small to provide separated resonances (at least
at 9.4 T).
In this approach, the pairing up and subsequently the
assignment of doublets using COSY 2D experiments is
only possible when the 2H–2H total coupling (scalar
and dipolar) between geminal deuterium nuclei is suﬃciently large in magnitude to produce cross-correlation
peaks visible on the 2D map. As organic solutions of
polypeptide orient any solutes rather weakly, this condition could be not always fulﬁlled.
A priori, such a problem should not exist anymore if
we are able to correlate deuterium nuclei in the CD2
probe, transferring the polarization stepwise from 2H
to 13C and back to 2H. In this scheme, cross-correlations
should be governed by one-bond carbon–deuterium total couplings, 1TCD with 1TCD = 1JCD + 2 1DCD. Disregarding the spurious cases where 1TCD is small
(1JCD  2 1DCD) or null (1JCD = 2 1DCD), the magnitude of 1TCD is generally distributed around the value of
scalar couplings 1JCD, namely about 20–30 Hz. Consequently, cross-correlations between geminal deuterons
should be always detected whatever the magnitude of
the homonuclear 2H–2H couplings.
In the ﬁrst part of this work, we theoretically describe
new 2D experiments, called DECADENCY (DEuterium CArbon DEuterium Nuclear Correlation spectroscopY), that allow the correlation between the
quadrupolar doublets of inequivalent deuterons bonded
to the same carbon-13 atom without the need of 2H–2H
dipolar couplings. Two pulse sequences using two consecutive polarization transfers (PT) are proposed. They
use either an INEPT-type or a DEPT-type transfer
mechanism. In the second part, the eﬃciency of these sequences is studied using prochiral molecules of Cs symmetry: the phenyl[2H2]methanol and an equimolar
mixture of this molecule and 1-chloro[1-2H2]nonane.
Both samples are dissolved in an oriented organic solution of poly-c-benzyl-L-glutamate (PBLG) in chloroform. The experimental results obtained using both 2D
sequences are reported and discussed.
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such a concept was only applied to spin-1/2 nuclei in
isotropic phase, and was never explored in case of a
D-X-D fragment (IX = 1/2) aligned in a liquid crystal,
so far. The main diﬀerence between a 1H–X–1H and
2
H–X–2H fragment arises from the presence of the
quadrupolar interaction associated with spin-1 nuclei
in oriented solvent.
After a double Fourier transformation, the 2D map
of DECADENCY experiments must be formally equivalent to the 2H–2H COSY 2D map. It contains the same
kind of spectral information [5], namely diagonal peaks
(DP), autocorrelation peaks (AP), and cross-correlation
peaks (CP) for a 13CD2 spin (see Fig. 2A). However in
DECADENCY experiments, all signals result from
two consecutive PTÕs via the one-bond 13C–2H total couplings. In this scheme, CPÕs correspond to the case where
polarization is transferred from deuterium to carbon-13
nucleus, and then transferred back to the second deuterium (Di ﬁ 13C ﬁD j) in a CD2 group. On the other
hand, DPÕs and APÕs correspond to the case where
polarization is transferred from deuterium to carbon13 nucleus and then returns to the same deuterium
(Di ﬁ 13C ﬁ Di). In this aim, two mechanisms of C–D
polarization transfers involving either a double INEPT-type or a DEPT-type process can be considered
[10–12]. Both of schemes present advantages and limits,
and hence they will be examined below.
To determine analytical expressions for the diﬀerent
signals in the DECADENCY 2D experiments, we used
the product-operator formalism developed for two
non-equivalent deuterium nuclei denoted Di and Dj,
coupled to the same carbon via 1TCD. For our purpose,
we have considered the simplest relevant case where the
geminal 2H–2H coupling is disregarded. A brief description of various product operators associated to this system and their evolution under the inﬂuence of 13C–2H
coupling are given in Appendix A. In according with
previously reported approaches for spin-1/2 [13,14],
the evolution of product operators during the sequences
was calculated with Mathematica [15]. As a result of the
large number of terms involved, only the evolutions contributing to the ﬁnal signal are considered. Note also
that the geminal deuterium nuclei, Di and Dj, behave
identically and have an interchangeable role. Consequently for the clarity, the spin labels Ôi,jÕ and Ôj,iÕ used
in the product operators or in equations, mean Ôi or jÕ
and Ôj or iÕ, respectively. The superscript notation ÔCÕ will
be relative to the carbon-13 nucleus.

2. Theoretical analysis
2.1. Double INEPT polarization transfer
DECADENCY 2D experiments are homonuclear
experiments based on a relayed heteronuclear transfer
mechanism. They belongs to the class of X-relayed
Y,Y-COSY 2D experiments that was pioneered by
Lallemand and next by Wüthrich in the case of a
1
H–X–1H fragment [8,9]. To the best of our knowledge,

The standard DECADENCY sequence based on two
consecutive INEPT-type polarization transfers, simply
derives from the well-known HETCOR pulse sequence
that was recently used to correlate deuterium to carbon
in weakly orienting media (CDCOM 2D experiment)
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[6,7]. Actually, compared against the CDCOM experiment, a further INEPT transfer of polarization from
the carbon-13 to deuterium nucleus is introduced just
before the acquisition period of signal. The pulse scheme
of the sequence (denoted DECADENCY-INEPT) is given in Fig. 1A. During the variable evolution period t1,
deuterium single quantum coherences evolve under the
inﬂuence of chemical shift and quadrupolar interaction,
while the 13C–2H total couplings, TCD, are refocussed by
the 13C p pulse at the midpoint of t1.

Fig. 1. Pulse scheme and coherence transfer pathway diagram for
correlation peaks in DECADENCY experiments based on either two
consecutive INEPT-type PTs (A and B) or DEPT-type PTs (C and D).
The basic 4-step phase cycling is: /1 = 2 (x), 2 (x); /2 = /3 = /5 =
/6 = 4 (x); /4 = 2 (x, x); /r = x, x, x, x and /1 = 2 (x), 2(x);
/2 = /4 = /5 = 4 (x); /3 = 2 (x, x); /r = x, x, x, x, respectively.
Quadrature detection in F1 dimension uses TPPI method (p/2 phase
increment of the ﬁrst pulse). The choice of values for the s and s 0 delays
is discussed in the text. In both experiments, the proton nuclei are
decoupled by applying the Waltz-16 sequence whilst the Garp-4
sequence suppresses 13C–D couplings during the aquisition period. A
180 composite pulse in the middle of t1 can be implemented to
improve the refocussing of 13C–D couplings.

The removal of heteronuclear couplings by refocussing has the advantage of requiring much less average
power than broadband decoupling. The C–D coupling
evolves during the ﬁrst delay s, leading to an antiphase
magnetization of deuterium with respect to 13C–2H coupling, and corresponding to the product operator
C j;i
2Ii;j
x Sz E . In the following, the identity operator, E, will
be omitted. Deuterium coherences are then converted
into 13C coherences during the ﬁrst step of polarization
transfer (Di,j ﬁ 13C) that is made by the simultaneous
application of 2H and 13C p/2 pulses.
At this step of the sequence and after four-step phase
C
cycle, the density operator contains the terms: 2Ii;j
z Sy ,
i;j C
i;j C
i;j C
i;j C
2Ix Sy , 2Ky Sy , and 2Dy Sy . The term, 2Iz Sy , is representative of antiphase y-magnetization of 13C with respect to
13
C
C–2H coupling. The second and third term, 2Ii;j
x Sy and
13
2
i;j C
2Ky Sy , correspond to the C– H heteronuclear zeroand double-quantum coherence, in-phase and antiphase,
respectively, with respect to quadrupolar doublet. FinalC
13
ly, the fourth one, 2Di;j
C–2H
y Sy , corresponds to the
heteronuclear single- and triple-quantum coherence.
C
i;j C
Note that the terms, 2Ii;j
z Sy and 2Ix Sy , are ‘‘formally
analogous’’ to that obtain in the case of a PT between
C
i;j C
two spin-1/2 nuclei while 2Ki;j
y Sy and 2Dy Sy are speciﬁc
of the polarization transfer from spin-1 to spin-1/2 nucleus [10]. However, the ﬁnal evolution of the four previous operators indicates that the antiphase 13C
magnetization (associated to a single coherence) contributes to the signal of CPÕs, DPÕs, and APÕs, while the other
terms contribute to DPÕs and APÕs only. Note here that
the two ﬁrst steps of the phase cycle restrict the observed
signal during t2 to the terms directly deriving from the
four previous product operators, thus eliminating the
undesired signals of deuterium nuclei bound to 12C.
The remaining two steps remove axial peaks arising from
pure longitudinal 13C magnetization during t1. A more
sophisticated phase cycle or pulse ﬁeld gradients could
C
be proposed to strictly select 13C 1Q-coherence, 2Ii;j
z Sy ,
0
during s period. Nevertheless the use of pulse ﬁeld gradients produce loss of sensitivity, while the increase of
step number in phase cycle can generate unuseful artiC
facts [16]. On the other hand, the presence of 2Di;j
y Sy term
is not cumbersome while heteronuclear two-spin zeroand double-quantum coherences also contribute
(weakly) to the signal of CPÕs when the deuterium–deuterium coupling is not null.
In DECADENCY 2D experiments, only cross-correlation peaks provide the relevant information, consequently we focus our attention on the evolution of the
antiphase 13C magnetization. During the s 0 period, only
13
C chemical shifts are refocused by applying two simultaneous 2H and 13C p pulses at the middle point. The
antiphase 13C magnetization is then converted into antiphase 2H magnetization with respect to 13C–2H coupling
(C ﬁ Dj,i) by applying again two simultaneous 2H and
13
C p/2 pulses. At this step of the sequence, the deute-
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i;j C j;i
rium magnetization contains the terms 2Ii;j
y Sz , Iy Sz Qz ,
C j;i
i;j C j;i
2Sz Iy , and Qz Sz Iy . Among these four product operators, only the ﬁrst and third operator products will give
rise to observable signals during t2 if 2TDD is null. If the
ﬁrst term ﬁnally contributes to signal of DPÕs and APÕs,
the third one contributes to the CP signals. During the
second delay s, the evolution of antiphase 2H magnetization under the inﬂuence of 1TCD coupling leads to an
in-phase 2H magnetization with respect to 13C–2H
coupling, which is observable during acquisition when
the broad-band carbon decoupling sequence is turned
on. Finally, after a four-step phase cycle and disregarding all relaxation terms and phase factors, the expression
of cross-correlation signals is:

2
S CP ðt1 ; t2 Þ / ifsin½xDi;j ðt1 þ sÞ cosbxQi;j ðt1 þ sÞcg
3


sin½xCDi;j ðsÞ sin½2xCDi;j ðs0 Þ

 sin½2xCDj;i ðs0 Þ sin½xCDj;i ðsÞ
(
)
ei½xDj;i ðsþt2 ÞxQj;i ðsþt2 Þ

:
þei½xDj;i ðsþt2 ÞþxQj;i ðsþt2 Þ

ð1Þ

In this equation xD = 2pmD, xQ = pDmQ and xCD = p
TCD, where 1TCD is the one-bond 13C–2H total
coupling. The position of terms in the equation allows
a better presentation of the evolution of signal during
the periods t1, s, s 0 , and t2.
After a four-step phase cycle and disregarding all
relaxation terms and phase factors, the expression of
diagonal and autocorrelation signals following the same
coherence order (1Q) than for cross-correlation signals
during s 0 is:

1

S DP

1
/ ifsin½xDi;j ðt1 þ sÞ cos½xQi;j ðt1 þ sÞg
3
(
)
sin2 ½xCDi;j ðsÞ cos½2xCDi;j ðs0 Þ
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and AP ðt 1 ; t2 Þ



(


ð1 þ 2 cos½2xCDj;i ðs0 ÞÞ
)
ei½xDi;j ðsþt2 ÞxQi;j ðsþt2 Þ
:
þei½xDi;j ðsþt2 ÞþxQi;j ðsþt2 Þ

ð2Þ

As it can be seen from the Eqs. (1) and (2), the eﬃciency of the two consecutive PTs strongly depends on
the value of s and s 0 delays. Disregarding relaxation
eﬀects, the intensity of CPÕs (ICP) varies with s as
sin½xCDi;j ðsÞ sin½xCDj;i ðsÞ while intensities of DPÕs and
APÕs (IDP and IAP) vary as sin2 ½xCDi;j ðsÞ (the chemical
shift and the quadrupolar interaction only modulate
the peak phase). In the ideal case, where 1 TCDi ¼
1
TCDj ¼ TCD , IDP, IAP, and ICP would be maximized
when s = 1/(2|TCD|). With regard to the dependence
with s 0 (disregarding relaxation terms), the intensity of
CPÕs is modulated as sin½2xCDi;j ðs0 Þ sin½2xCDj;i ðs0 Þ while
intensities of DPÕs and APÕs are modulated as
ð1 þ 2 cos½2xCDj;i ðs0 ÞÞ. Here again, the choice of s 0
aﬀects the relative intensity of APÕs and DPÕs compared
to CPÕs. Thus, in the ideal case where 1 TCD1 ¼ 1 TCD2 ¼
TCD , we can demonstrate that ICP is maximum (ICPmax)
when s 0 = 1/(4|TCD|). In contrast when s 0 = 1/(3|TCD|),
IDP and IAP are equal to zero and ICP = 3/4(ICPmax).
This case is simulated in Fig. 2B. Finally, when s 0 =
1/(2|TCD|), ICP = 0, and only the DPÕs and APÕs are
observed in the 2D spectrum. Actually, when
DmQ1 6¼ DmQ2 , the ideal case where 1 TCD1 ¼ 1 TCD2 does
not exist, and hence in practice, DPÕs, APÕs, and CPÕs
are never totally suppressed as expected theoretically.

Fig. 2. Numerical simulations of the DECADENCY-INEPT 2D experiment (magnitude mode) on a ﬁctitious 12CD (98.9%) spin system and 13CD2
spin system (1.1%) with two non-equivalent deuterium nuclei (dDi ¼ dDj ¼ dDk ¼ 1 ppm, DmQi ¼ 200 Hz, DmQj ¼ 500 Hz, and DmQk ¼ 800 Hz) in
2
TDi Dj is assumed to be zero. In the simulations (A and B), 1 TCDi ¼ 1 TCDj ¼ 30 Hz (ideal case but non realistic if DmQi 6¼ DmQj ) and (C) 1 TCDi ¼ 0,
1
TCDj ¼ 30 Hz. The delay s is set to 16.7 ms (1/[2TCD]) whereas the delay s 0 is equal to 8.3 ms (1/[4TCD]) for simulation (A and C) and 11.1 ms (1/
[3TCD]) for (B). In F1 dimension of the contour plot (A), the 1D spectrum showing the signal of 12CD and 13CD2 spin system is displayed. In F2
dimension is given the projection of the 2D map. Note the elimination of undesired signals of deuteriums bound to 12C by the phase cycling. The
diagonal, autocorrelation and cross-correlation peaks are denoted DP, AP, and CP. On the third simulation (C), only the DPÕs and APÕs associated
with deuterium j are visible ð1 TCDj 6¼ 0Þ.

As a result of the low dispersion of 1TCDÕs for weakly
aligned solutes, the average of 1TCDÕs gives in general
good results, but this point will be examined further during the discussion of experimental results.
From Eqs. (1) and (2), it clearly appears that CPÕs disappear if one of the two 1TCDs is equal to zero. This particular spectral situation is illustrated in Fig. 2C. In this
last example, only DPÕs and APÕs associated with the
quadrupolar doublet of the deuterium (here Dj) sharing
a non-zero coupling with the carbon-13 atom
(1 TCDj 6¼ 0) is visible on the 2D map. These peaks originate from a double C–D polarization transfer involving
the same deuterium, namely Di,j ﬁ 13C ﬁ Di,j.
2.2. Double DEPT polarization transfer
An alternative to the C–D INEPT-type PT is provided
by the C–D DEPT-type PT that involved heteronuclear
multiple-quantum (0 and 2) coherences [17]. This type
of transfer can be implemented in the DECADENCY
2D experiment. The pulse scheme and the coherence
transfer pathway diagram for cross-correlation signals
of this second experiment (denoted DECADENCYDEPT) are given in Figs. 1C and D. The pulse block yielding two consecutive PTÕs is simpler compared to the
previous one. It is only made of two single carbon-13 p/
2 pulses separated by two simultaneous deuterium p/2
pulses and carbon-13 p pulse at the midpoint of the refocussing delay s 0 . Note that phase cycle of DECADENCYINEPT and DECADENCY-DEPT experiments removes
the same coherence transfer pathways.
Compared with the DECADENCY-INEPT sequence, the time evolution of the density operator of
the DECADENCY-DEPT sequence is identical up to
the ﬁrst carbon-13 p/2 pulse. This last pulse converts
antiphase 2H magnetization with respect to 2H–13C coupling into heteronuclear zero- and double-quantum
coherences. After a four-step phase cycle, the density
operator at the beginning of the s 0 period contains the
C
i;j C
i;j C
i;j C
terms, 2Ii;j
x Sy , 2Iy Sy , 2Kx Sy , and 2Ky Sy , that are asso13
2
ciated to the C– H heteronuclear zero- and doublequantum coherences (see Appendix A). Contrarily to
the DECADENCY-INEPT 2D sequence, these four
product operators evolving during s 0 ﬁnally lead to
CPÕs as shown in the coherence pathway diagram. Actually, in this scheme, the coherence pathways contributing to signal of DPÕs and APÕs are the same than for
CPÕs. During the interval s 0 , the coherences evolve under
the inﬂuence of the 13C–2H coupling, the 2H chemical
shifts and 2H quadrupolar interactions while 13C chemical shift is refocused by the 13C p pulse. The 2H p/2
pulse at the midpoint of s 0 permits to transfer heteronuclear coherences from one geminal deuterium nucleus
toward the other one. The last 13C p/2 pulse converts
heteronuclear multi-quantum coherences into detectable

2

H magnetization. After a four-step phase cycle and disregarding all relaxation terms and phase factors, the
expression of CPÕs is:
S CP ðt1 ; t2 Þ / 

1
3

sin½xCDi;j ðsÞ sin½2xCDi;j ðs0 =2Þ
0
 sin½2xCD6.7148
;i
665212(2)Tjj CD
;i

i½ðxDj;i þxQj;i Þðs0 =2þsþt Þ
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was made by adding 76.7 and 50.1 mg of these solutes dissolved in 100 mg PBLG and 350 mg chloroform. The
components of the mixture were weighed into a 5 mm
o.d. NMR tube which was sealed to avoid solvent evaporation. Other experimental details can be found in [3].
3.2. NMR spectroscopy
The 2D experiments were performed at 9.4 T on a
Bruker DRX 400 high-resolution spectrometer equipped
with a 5 mm four-channel probe (QXO) operating at
61.4 MHz for deuterium and 100.6 MHz for carbon.
This probe allows the matching and tuning of deuterium
channel (outer coil), but the deuterium channel (lock) of
any probes (dual or broadband) can be used to perform
such experiments. The temperature of the sample was
maintained at 300 K by the standard variable temperature unit of spectrometer (BVT 3200) and the experiments were performed without sample spinning. All
2D matrices were zero-ﬁlled to 1k (t1) · 2k (t2) data
points prior to the double Fourier transformation. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, 2D contour plots are displayed
in magnitude mode. Other experimental NMR parameters or details are given in the ﬁgure captions.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 3. Numerical simulation (magnitude mode) of the DECADENCY 2D experiment using a double DEPT-type transfer on a
ﬁctitious 13CD2 spin system with two non-equivalent deuteriums (apart
from the sign of quadrupolar splittings, the spin-system parameters are
identical to those given in caption of Fig. 2) in an oriented medium. In
both experiments, the delays s are s 0 are set to 1/(2|TCD|). The signs of
quadrupolar splittings are identical (positive or negative) in the
simulation (A) and opposite in the simulation (B). Note the change of
localization of CPÕs on the 2D map.

on the 2D map depends on the relative sign of quadrupolar doublets. In contrast, the position of CPÕs is independent on the sign of 1TCDÕs. As illustration, Fig. 3B
presents an example of simulated 2D map where the
CPÕs are distributed perpendicularly to the main diagonal, corresponding to the case where the signs of quadrupolar splittings are opposite.

3. Experimental section
3.1. Sample preparation
The NMR sample of phenyl[2H2]methanol (1) was
prepared using 50 mg solute, 100 mg PBLG with a
DP = 562, MW  120,000, (purchased from Sigma),
and 350 mg of dry chloroform. The NMR sample of
equimolar mixture of 1 and 1-chloro[1-2H2]nonane (2)

To experimentally explore and illustrate the potentialities of the DECADENCY 2D experiments, we investigate the case of 1 dissolved in the PBLG/CHCl3 phase
at 300 K. In a chiral oriented medium, the C–D enantiotopic directions of this prochiral molecule of Cs symmetry in average are non-equivalent and exhibit two
quadrupolar doublets (and distinct C–D total couplings)
corresponding to the pro-R and pro-S deuterium atoms
[18]. As it is not possible to assign these splittings by
NMR spectroscopy, the labels A and B are used. In this
example, the splittings measured for DA and DB are
equal to jDmQA j ¼ 215 Hz and jDmQB j ¼ 330 Hz. The exact values of |1TCD|Õs determined from the analysis of
13
C–{1H} 1D spectrum are 27 and 31 Hz.
Fig. 4A presents the DECADENCY-INEPT 2D map
of 1 displayed at low contour plot level when s = 1/
(2TCD) and s 0 = 1/(4TCD) with TCD set to the average value of |1TCD|Õs, i.e., 29 Hz. As expected, 16 peaks (4 · 4)
corresponding to the various types of peaks generated
by the sequence are observed. The presence of CPÕs allows the correlation between geminal deuterium nuclei
DA and DB bonded to the prostereogenic carbon of the
molecule. Contrarily to the simulations, the intensities
of four DPÕs and APÕs are not equal. Disregarding eﬀects
due to pulse imperfections (that can be reduced by using
composite pulses), this situation arises because experimentally 1 TCDi 6¼ 1 TCDj . If the average value of |1TCD|Õs
provides a suitable compromise for calculating the s
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Fig. 4. DECADENCY-INEPT 2D spectra of 1 obtained when (A) s = 1/(2TCD), s 0 = 1/(4TCD) and (B) s = 1/(2TCD), s 0 = 1/(3TCD) with
TCD = 29 Hz. Both spectra have been recorded in the same conditions, using 128 (t1) · 478 (t2) data points and 320 scans per t1 increment. No
ﬁltering and no symmetrization were applied here. In F1 dimension is displayed the 2H–{1H} 1D spectrum of 1 while in F2 dimension is given the
projection of the 2D map. The assignment of quadrupolar splittings (A and B) relative to the molecular numbering is arbitrary.

delay, the diﬀerence between the ideal and the set value
generates variations in peak intensity. This eﬀect is, however, not really cumbersome for analyzing of the 2D map.
Fig. 4B shows the DECADENCY-INEPT 2D experiment of 1 when s = 1/(2TCD) and s 0 = 1/(3TCD). On the
2D map plotted and with high level contour plot, only
CPÕs are visible, but DPÕs and APÕs are not totally suppressed as expected by theory and they can be seen at
lower contour plot levels. The reasons given previously
explain also the origin of the presence of residual DPÕs
and APÕs in the 2D map. The same phenomenon was observed for the DECADENCY-DEPT 2D experiments.
Actually, another phenomenon involving 2H–2H couplings participates to the intensity variations observed on
the 2D maps. To simplify the theoretical part, we have
disregarded the contribution of the homonuclear couplings to the signal, but the experimental situation is
more complex. Indeed if coupling patterns originating
from 2H–2H couplings are not visible on the 1D spectrum
(generally included in linewidth), dipolar interactions between deuterium geminal exist and can participate to the
signals. Here again, their contributions are not cumbersome for the analysis of spectra data, because whatever
the manner, the aim of these sequences is to correlate
the signal of non-equivalent geminal deuterium nuclei
in oriented medium. Consequently, no modiﬁcation of
both 2D sequences was explored to remove them.
Finally, it was found experimentally an example of
CD2 system for which one of two deuterium–carbon total
couplings is null. This rare case was observed at 300 K for
solute 1 (50 mg) dissolved in an oriented solution of polye-carbobenzyloxy-L-lysine (100 mg) and chloroform
(350 mg). As expected by theory, the DECADENCYINEPT 2D map (not reported here) shows exclusively

diagonal and autocorrelation peaks associated with the
deuterium nucleus coupled to the carbon atom.
4.1. Separation of NMR signals in a mixture
Encouraged by these results, we have investigated the
case of a mixture of two dideuterated prochiral solutes.
For our purpose we have prepared an equimolar mixture of 1 and 1-chloro[1-2H2]nonane (2) dissolved in
the PBLG/CHCl3 phase.
The 2H–{1H} 1D spectrum of the mixture is shown in
Fig. 5A. The diﬀerence in intensity of pairs of doublets
for 1 and 2 is a direct consequence of a signiﬁcant
2
H–2H homonuclear coupling for solute 1 that increases
the linewidth, and so reduces the intensity of corresponding doublets. A gaussian ﬁltering allows the measurement
of the 2H–2H homonuclear coupling, i.e., 1.5 Hz. Figs. 5B
and C present the DECADENCY-INEPT and DECADENCY-DEPT 2D maps obtained for the mixture.
For both experiments, the delay s is set to 1/(2TCD) while
s 0 = 1/(4TCD) and s 0 = 1/(2TCD) were used for the
INEPT-type and DEPT-type transfer, respectively.
Considering the magnitude of 2H–13C total couplings
for solute 1 (27 and 31 Hz), and 2 (around 34 Hz), the
constant TCD was kept to 29 Hz, which is close to the
optimum value for the diﬀerent deuterium nuclei.
As expected in both 2D experiments, the CPÕs are the
dominant peaks on the 2D maps, and allow the correlation between the two pairs of quadrupolar doublets
associated with geminal deuterium nuclei in solute 1
and 2. However the dispersion of C–D couplings around
TCD prevents the total cancellation of peaks, which
would be suppressed in the ideal case. As a result, residual peaks associated with DPÕs and APÕs are more or less
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Fig. 5. (A) Structure of solute 2 and 2H–{1H} 1D spectrum of the mixture (1 + 2) in PBLG/CHCl3 recorded with 64 scans and 2048 data points. In
inset is shown the coupling pattern when a gaussian ﬁltering (LB = 3 Hz, GB = 60%) is applied. (B) DECADENCY-INEPT 2D map of the mixture
obtained when s = 1/(2TCD), s 0 = 1/(4TCD), with TCD equals to 29 Hz. (C) DECADENCY-DEPT 2D map of the mixture obtained when s = s 0 = 1/
(2TCD). Both 2D spectra have been recorded using the same experimental conditions, using 128 (t1) · 512 (t2) data points and 320 scans per t1.
Filtering in both dimensions (LB1,2 = 1 Hz) and symmetrization were applied here. In F1 dimension is displayed the 1D spectrum while in F2
dimension is given the projection of the 2D map. Resonances marked by a star are associated with deuterated impurities. The quadrupolar splittings
are equal to 193 and 361 Hz for solute 1 (labelled with open circles) and equal to 347 and 383 Hz for solute 2 (labelled with solid circles).

visible at lower level. Same reasons explain the presence
of two pairs of CPÕs with low intensity perpendicular to
the main diagonal in the case of DECADENCY-DEPT.
The position of the most intense CPÕs on the DECADENCY-DEPT 2D map indicates that the quadrupolar
doublets have the same sign, positive or negative. To
check this point we have recorded the 2H–{1H} 1D spectrum of the equimolar mixture of 1 and 2 dissolved in a
racemic mixture of PBLG and PBDG (the enantiomer
of PBLG) in chloroform. In such a solvent, noted hereafter PBG, spectral enantiodiscriminations are cancelled
[19], and the quadrupolar splittings measured, (DmQ)PBG,
correspond to the algebraic average of splittings measured for DA and DB in the PBLG mesophase. In this
example, the experimental values for solute 1 and 2 in
PBG are equal to 292 and 368 Hz, while expected values
would be equal to 277 and 365 Hz. As the compositions
of the PBLG and PBG samples are identical, the observed discrepancies only reﬂect the diﬀerence of DP between PBLG (DP = 512) and PBDG (DP = 914,
MW  200,000). This result proves that the signs of
quadrupolar doublets are the same.
4.2. Phase sensitive experiment
As it is not possible to phase all resonances in pure
absorption mode, the 2D maps of DECADENCY
experiments are displayed in magnitude mode. The reason is that the signal is modulated by the quadrupolar
splittings during the evolution s delays (see in Eqs. (1)
and (2)), thus leading to a phase modulation in F1 and
F2 dimensions after the double Fourier transform.

The implementation of 90 pulses to refocus quadrupolar interaction during the ﬁxed delays could be considered, but this solution generates several ‘‘irrelevant’’
terms in the density operators, thus leading to an important loss of sensitivity [20]. In the case of DECADENCY-INEPT 2D experiment, a possible alternative
consists of simply removing the s delays from the initial
sequence and allowing the 13C–2H couplings to evolve
during t1 and t2 periods. In practice, the 13C p pulse in
the midpoint of t1 and the two s intervals were removed
while the deuterium decoupling is turned oﬀ during the
acquisition. After a double Fourier transformation, a
phased 2D map is expected with the same spectral information (dD, 1TCD, and DmQ) in both dimensions. Note
here that this solution is not applicable for the DECADENCY-DEPT 2D experiment because the signal
evolves under the eﬀect of the quadrupolar splittings
during the s 0 /2 intervals as we can see in Eqs. (3)–(5).
To illustrate our purpose, we have recorded the
phased DECADENCY-INEPT 2D experiment of 1
using s 0 = 1/(4 T) in order to maximize the intensity of
CPÕs. As a result of the evolution of 13C–2H couplings
during t1 and t2, 32 CPÕs (4 · 8) in pure absorption mode
(16 positive peaks and 16 negatives) are now observed
on the 2D spectrum shown in Fig. 6A. Actually the signals of quadrupolar doublets are in-phase while the two
components resulting from the 13C–2H coupling are
antiphase due to the absence of the delays s. As a consequence of the non-equivalence of 1TCD for pro-R
and pro-S deuteriums, the eight correlation sub-patterns
between the two quadrupolar splittings do not form a
square (see the inset). As previously residual DPÕs and
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Fig. 6. (A) Phased variant of DECADENCY-INEPT 2D map of 1 obtained with no 13C decoupling in F2 and F1 dimensions and using s 0 = 1/(4T),
with TCD equal to 29 Hz. (B) Four rows extracted from the 2D map showing the phase of resonances. In inset is displayed a zoom of the 2D map. The
2D spectrum have been recorded using 128 (t1) · 512 (t2) data points and 320 scans per t1. Filtering in both dimensions (LB1,2 = 1 Hz) was applied. In
F1 dimension is displayed the 2H–{1H} 1D spectrum of 1, while in F2 dimension is given the positive projection of the 2D map. The phase cycling of
the phased DECADENCY-INEPT 2D experiment is identical to that of DECADENCY-INEPT 2D experiment. TPPI sampling scheme is used in F1
dimension.

APÕs are observed at very low level (not shown), however the 32 components (8 · 4) present a phase-twist
lineshape. Calculations and computer simulations have
conﬁrmed this result.
Although possible, the application of the phased
DECADENCY-INEPT experiments to analyse congested deuterium 1D spectra seems to be rather limited
due to the substantial increase of peak numbers on the
2D map and the magnitude of the13C–2H couplings.

5. Conclusion
We have theoretically and experimentally shown that
it is possible to produce correlation between quadrupolar doublets of non-equivalent deuterium nuclei bonded
to the same carbon in aligned solutes, using a double C–
D polarization transfer of INEPT-type or DEPT-type.
DECADENCY experiments exhibit no analytical complexity and under some conditions of timing ratio, the
2D maps are formally equivalent to 2H–2H COSY
maps. In this work, the eﬃciency of these 2D experiments were illustrated using geminal deuteriums in prochiral molecules dissolved in a chiral liquid crystal.
Obviously, these experiments could be successfully carried on for correlating any type of diastereotopic deuterium nuclei bonded to the same carbon atom, as in case
of enantiomer solutes in chiral and non-chiral oriented
solvents.
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Appendix A.
To investigate theoretically the 13C relayed 2H–2HCOSY 2D experiment, it is necessary to calculate analytically the time evolution of the density operator for
a 13CD2 group with two non-equivalent deuterium nuclei. For such spin system, there are 18 eigenvectors
and the density operator is represented by a 18 · 18
dimension matrix. Assuming that the coupling between
deuterium geminal nuclei are disregarded, analytical
calculations can be greatly simpliﬁed by expressing
the Hamiltonian and the density operator in a suitable
orthogonal basis such as tensor operator product basis
[21] or product operator basis [10,22]. We opted for the
last one because it is more intuitive and provides much
better physical insight. The 324 product operators for a
13
CD2 group are built from the product of the individual operators associated to a single carbon nucleus and
two deuterons. For the carbon-13 nucleus, the usual
Cartesian operators for spin-1/2, {EC, SCx , SCy , and
SCz } are retained [21]. For deuterium nuclei, the Cartesian operators for spin-1 recently reported were used
[23]. This basis-set consists of the unit matrix E, the
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angular moment operators for spin-1, Ix, Iy, and Iz,
and ﬁve other operators denoted Kx, Ky, Dx, Dy,
and Qz.
The operators, Kx and Ky, deﬁned as

are the pure real and the pure imaginary spin-1 double
quantum coherences. Finally, Qz is the operator associated with the quadrupolar order and is equal to:

Kx ¼ Ix Iz þ Iz Ix and Ky ¼ Iy Iz þ Iz Iy ;

This basis is advantageous because it provides a concise and relevant representation of Hamiltonians, coherences and polarization states in deuterium NMR
spectroscopy in weakly oriented media. The rules
describing the time evolution of individual spin-1/2
operators under radiofrequency pulses and chemical
shifts are familiar [10,22]. The eﬀect of radiofrequency

ð6Þ

represent the antiphase single-quantum magnetization of the quadrupolar doublet along the x and
y axes, respectively. The operators, Dx and Dy, deﬁned as
Dx ¼ I2x  I2y and Dy ¼ Ix Iy þ Iy Ix ;

ð7Þ

Qz ¼ 3I2z  I2 :

ð8Þ

Table A
Evolution of product operators under the eﬀect of heteronuclear IS coupling where S = 1/2 and I = 1
Coherence orders

Ô(0)a

C
^
exp½iðxtÞ2Iz SC
z Oð0Þ exp½iðxtÞ2Iz Sz  with x = pT

pS

pI

0

0

Iz
Qz
SC
z
2Iz SC
z
2Qz SC
z

Iz
Qz
SC
z
2Iz SC
z
2Qz SC
z

0

±1

Ix
Iy
Kx
Ky
2Ix SC
z
2Iy SC
z
2Kx SC
z
2Ky SC
z

Ix cosðxtÞ þ 2Iy SC
z sinðxtÞ
Iy cosðxtÞ  2Ix SC
z sinðxtÞ
Kx cosðxtÞ þ 2Ky SC
z sinðxtÞ
Ky cosðxtÞ  2Kx SC
z sinðxtÞ
2Ix SC
cosðxtÞ
þ
I
sinðxtÞ
y
z
2Iy SC
z cosðxtÞ  Ix sinðxtÞ
2Kx SC
z cosðxtÞ þ Ky sinðxtÞ
2Ky SC
z cosðxtÞ  Kx sinðxtÞ

±1

0

SC
x
SC
y
Iz SC
x
Iz SC
y
Qz SC
x
Qz SC
y

C
C
SC
x f2 cosð2xtÞ þ 1g=3 þ Qz Sx fcosð2xtÞ  1g=3 þ Iz Sy sinð2xtÞ
C
C
Sy f2 cosð2xtÞ þ 1g=3 þ Qz Sy fcosð2xtÞ  1g=3  Iz SC
x sinð2xtÞ
C
C
Iz SC
cosð2xtÞ
þ
f2S
þ
Q
S
g
sinð2xtÞ=3
z y
x
y
C
C
Iz SC
y cosð2xtÞ  f2Sx þ Qz Sx g sinð2xtÞ=3
C
C
Sx f2 cosð2xtÞ  2g=3 þ Qz SC
x fcosð2xtÞ þ 2g=3 þ Iz Sy sinð2xtÞ
C
C
Sy f2 cosð2xtÞ  2g=3 þ Qz Sy fcosð2xtÞ þ 2g=3  Iz SC
x sinð2xtÞ

±1

±1

Ix SC
x
Ix SC
y
Iy SC
x
Iy SC
y
Kx SC
x
Kx SC
y
Ky SC
x
Ky SC
y

C
Ix SC
x cosðxtÞ þ Kx Sy sinðxtÞ
C
Ix Sy cosðxtÞ  Kx SC
x sinðxtÞ
C
Iy SC
x cosðxtÞ þ Ky Sy sinðxtÞ
C
Iy Sy cosðxtÞ  Ky SC
x sinðxtÞ
C
Kx SC
x cosðxtÞ þ Ix Sy sinðxtÞ
C
Kx SC
y cosðxtÞ  Ix Sx sinðxtÞ
C
Ky SC
cosðxtÞ
þ
I
S
y y sinðxtÞ
x
C
Ky SC
cosðxtÞ

I
S
y x sinðxtÞ
y

0

±2

Dx
Dy
2Dx SC
z
2Dy SC
z

Dx cosð2xtÞ þ 2Dy SC
x sinð2xtÞ
Dy cosð2xtÞ  2Dx SC
z sinð2xtÞ
2Dx SC
z cosð2xtÞ þ Dy sinð2xtÞ
2Dy SC
z cosð2xtÞ  Dx sinð2xtÞ

±1

±2

Dx SC
x
Dx SC
y
Dy SC
x
Dy SC
y

Dx SCx
Dx SCy
Dy SC
x
Dy SC
y

a

The identity operators for I = 1/2 and S = 1 are omitted. Ô(0) corresponds to the initial operator at time t = 0.
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pulses, chemical shifts, and quadrupolar couplings on
the spin-1 operators were reported in [23]. In contrast,
if some evolution rules of product operators or tensor
product operators under coupling between spin-1 and
spin-1/2 have been reported previously [10,22,24,25],
they are not exhaustive.
To the best of our knowledge, the evolution of the
antiphase single-quantum magnetizations of the quadrupolar doublet and those of the spin-1 double quantum
coherences under the coupling have never been presented
so far. To investigate thoroughly 13C relayed 2H–2HCOSY 2D experiment, we have to conveniently determine the rules describing the evolution of the 36 relevant
product operators corresponding to an IS system, where
S = 1/2 and I = 1, under the eﬀect of heteronuclear coupling Hamiltonian. For our purpose, we used the basissets mentioned above and the algebraic density matrix
calculations were computed using the software Mathematica [15]. The explicit results are presented in Table A.
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